Identifying active prophages is critical for studying coevolution of phage and bacteria, investigating phage physiology and biochemistry, and engineering designer phages for diverse applications. We present Prophage Hunter, a tool aimed at hunting for active prophages from whole genome assembly of bacteria. Combining sequence similaritybased matching and genetic features-based machine learning classification, we developed a novel scoring system that exhibits higher accuracy than current tools in predicting active prophages on the validation datasets. The option of skipping similarity matching is also available so that there's higher chance for novel phages to be discovered. Prophage Hunter provides a one-stop web service to extract prophage genomes from bacterial genomes, evaluate the activity of the prophages, identify phylogenetically related phages, and annotate the function of phage proteins. Prophage Hunter is freely available at https://pro-hunter.bgi.com/.
INTRODUCTION
Compared with over 199 000 bacterial genomes, fewer than 11 000 bacteriophage genomes are deposited in NCBI Genome as of 26 April 2019. The traditional source of phage information mainly depends on searching for phages in nature, which is stochastic, and sometimes difficult as proven for anaerobic bacteria and fastidious bacteria that grow only in specific nutrients and growth conditions (1, 2) .
Advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies support the easy access, analysis, and identification of temperate phages. This is because nearly half of the sequenced bacteria are lysogens, representing a tremendous and previously under-explored source of prophages (3) . Prophages are temperate phages integrated in bacterial genomes. While some prophages are active--they can be induced by stresses like UV or antibiotics, others are defective due to bacterial defence systems or mutational decay (4) . Prophages can participate in a number of bacterial cellular processes, including antibiotic resistance, stress response, and virulence (5) . With advances in synthetic biology, prophages are also considered as potential therapeutics for infectious or chronic diseases caused by bacteria (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) .
Several tools have been developed to predict the existence of prophage sequences from bacterial NGS data (Table  1) . MARVEL predicts phage sequences in metagenomics bins based on random forest machine learning approach (12) . VirFinder is the first k-mer based program for identifying prokaryotic viral sequences from metagenomic data (13) . PHASTER is a web server for the rapid identification and annotation of prophage sequences within bacterial genomes and plasmids (14, 15) . MetaPhinder identifies assembled genomic fragments (i.e. contigs) of phage origin in metagenomic data sets by comparison with a database of whole genome bacteriophage sequences (16) . VirSorter detects prophages in complete microbial genomes or in fragmented genomic datasets, including incomplete genomes, SAGs, or metagenomic assemblies (17) . PhiSpy identifies prophages by focusing on the characteristics of prophages that exhibit no similarity to sequenced genomes (18) . Among these tools, only PHASTER considers the completeness of a putative prophage region. The evalua-tion system of PHASTER, however, simply adds up scores representing the number of nucleotides, total genes, cornerstone genes, and phage-like genes while neglecting common mutational events that prophages experience. Also, like all other database-driven annotation systems, PHASTER only recognizes phages whose genes/proteins are close enough to the record in its database (14, 15) .
We developed Prophage Hunter, a novel integrative tool that employs sequence similarity-based searches within our customized phage parts library and prophage genetic features-based machine learning classification, to score the probability of a prophage being active. While incorporating similarity searches increases prediction accuracy, skipping it might raise the possibility of finding novel phages. Prophage Hunter provides both options, and allows the users to choose freely. Prophage Hunter systematically locates prophage regions within bacterial genomes, and predicts the activity of prophages. It also identifies the phylogenetically most related phage to the target prophages, as well as annotate the function of proteins throughout the phage genome. Distinguishing active prophages from inactive ones contributes to the study of coevolution between phage and bacteria (19) . Also, obtaining active prophages facilitates further studies in phage physiology. Thus, Prophage Hunter may attract a wide range of users from and facilitate research in genomics, microbiology, synthetic biology, and other related areas.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Features and datasets
A disrupted phage genome could exhibit changes in genetic features including transcription orientation, protein length, amino acid composition, Watson-Crick ratio, and transcription strand switch, etc. We used 24 features in our analysis: (i) Transcriptional orientation, the ratio of the number of prophage/bacterial genes in the longest stretch of consecutive genes in the same direction to the total number of genes in the prophage/bacterial genome, (ii) protein length, the average length of prophage or bacterial genes, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Composition of 20 amino acids, the frequency of each amino acid in all protein sequences in prophage or bacterial genome, 23) Watson-Crick ratio, the ratio of the number of genes transcribed from Watson strand to that of genes transcribed from Crick strand in the prophage or bacterial genomes, and 24) transcription strand switch, the ratio of total gene number to the number of transcription strand switches in the prophage or bacterial genomes.
Of the 3540 phage genomes extracted from the NCBI Genome database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome), 1031 temperate phages were identified using integrase as a marker (20) , and considered as the positive training set for the machine learning approach of Prophage Hunter. The remaining 2509 phage genomic sequences were considered as the positive validation set. By aligning the 1031 genomic sequences to NCBI nt database using BLASTN with parameters '-task dc-megablast -dust no' (alignment length ≥ 10 kb and e value ≤ 1e-5 as cutoffs), 718 bacterial hosts were identified and their genomic sequences were used as the reference dataset. After removing all possible phage sequences from the host by BLASTN against the 3540 available phage genomes, 21 979 clean fragments from the host were generated whose lengths were equal to the prophages they contained and were used as the negative training set, and 5495 clean fragments were used as negative validation set. The 24 features of the positive/negative training set were calculated and sent for modelling.
After a temperate phage enters a bacterial cell, the phage genome could experience mutational events including insertions, deletions or inversions of genome fragments, which can compromise genome integrity and render the prophage inactive (4). Thus, based on the reference dataset, prophages were randomly disturbed in silico with insertions (sequences inserted from bacterial hosts), deletions (sequences deleted from prophages) or inversions (sequences inverted within prophages) equal to half of the size of the prophage region generating 2154 (718*3) bacterial genomes as the semisynthetic dataset. 2154 temperate phage genomes disturbed as described above are used as the synthetic dataset.
The genomic sequences of K. pneumoniae KP6512, A. baumannii AB8929, and induced prophages have been deposited in the CNSA (https://db.cngb.org/cnsa/) of CNGBdb with accession code CNP0000380.
General workflow
Prophage Hunter combines sequence comparisons to known phage parts (fuzzy matching), scanning for attachment (att) site (boundary locating), machine learning of genetic features (activity scoring), to predict the probability of a prophage being active ( Figure 1 ).
Fuzzy matching.
To create the phage parts library, 2101 annotated phage genomes were downloaded from RefSeq database (21) (retrieved 18 January 2018). All CDS were extracted, and those with 75% nucleotide similarity were de-duplicated with Cd-hit (22) resulting in 99 465 parts in total. In the future, non-coding elements such as promoters and loxP-like sites could be used in the same process. Eleven classes of phage parts were categorized based on their function, LYS (lysis), INT (integration), REP (replication), REG (regulation), PAC (packaging), ASB (assembly), INF (infection), EVA (immune evasion), HYP (hypothetical protein), UNS (unsorted), and tRNA (Supplementary Table S1 ). These protein sequences were then searched against Pfam database using InterProScan (23) to obtain their domains with parameters '-dp -f tsv -goterms -appl Pfam -iprlookup'. Among the above 11 classes, four classes (ASB, HYP, INF and UNS) were found to be highly correlated with the existence of active prophages, and thus were used to find the initial prophage region. To do this, assembled bacterial genomic sequences (sequences with length ≤ 10 kb were removed) were used as query sequences, and they were searched against protein sequences of ASB, HYP, INF and UNS libraries using BLASTX with parameter '-seg no'. The translated sequences with premature stop codon were removed. Then the filtered sequences were searched against Pfam database using InterProScan with parameters '-dp -f tsv -goterms -appl Pfam -iprlookup', and only the sequences that contain domains of protein sequences of ASB, HYP, INF and UNS libraries were kept. For the option of 'skip similarity matching', the above procedures Boundary locating. Bacterial genomic DNA sequences that contain the above four classes of genes were used to form initial clusters if the intergenic distance was less than 5 kb. Clusters that do not contain any of INF, ASB, PAC or integrase were removed. The 20 kb upstream and downstream sequences of each cluster were extracted to examine putative att sites using BLASTN with parameters '-task blastn-short -evalue 1000'. For all clusters, we used integrases as anchors because they were located downstream of the genuine att site. Only the putative att sites with length ≥12 bp were kept, and the attL-attR pair with the best sequence alignment (the highest bit score) was considered as the boundary of prophage region.
Activity scoring. A method based on logistic regression was defined to differentiate between host and prophage sequences. Specifically, we design an ensemble bagging approach which averages a set of linear regression models with lasso regularization to predict the probability of a sequence being phage, and a score closer to 1 indicates a higher probability of the prophage being active. Here, we train on a dataset containing 1031 active prophage sequences and 21 979 host sequences with the above 24 features. To account for the highly imbalanced nature of this dataset, we undersample (sample without replacement) from the majority class, such that the training sets have a 50-50 split between host and phage observations. To implement this model, we train 50 logistic regression models on 50 randomly selected training sets. The training sets each contain all phage observations and a subset of 1031 host observations. This allows us to take into account variation among the host observations while ensuring a balanced dataset.
Program and web implementation
The above scripts/pipelines were written using a combination of Perl, Python and R. In addition, public bioinformatics tools such as BLAST (24) 
RESULTS
Validating the machine learning approach of Prophage Hunter
For each of the 50 models, we first used cross validation on the training set to optimize λ, the lasso penalty term. We used the 'one-standard-error' rule to select λ. We then applied the algorithm to the positive and negative validation set composed of the observations independent from the training set. With this implementation, we attained an average training set accuracy of 0.99, sensitivity of 0.99, specificity of 0.99, negative set accuracy of 0.98, and positive set accuracy of 0.97 (Supplementary Table S2 ). We also tested the performance of our modelling in discriminating mutational events using the synthetic dataset containing 718 disturbed prophage genomic sequences, and Nucleic Acids Research, 2019, Vol. 47, Web Server issue W77 Figure 1 . Overview of Prophage Hunter workflow Four classes of phage parts--ASB, HYP, INF and UNS--were used to form initial clusters within bacterial genomic sequences if the intergenic distance was less than 5 kb. Clusters that contain none of INF, ASB, PAC or integrase were discarded. The 20 kb upstream and downstream sequences of each cluster were scanned to locate putative att sites. Only the att sites with length ≥12 bp were kept, and the attL-attR pair with the highest bit score was considered as the boundary of the prophage region. A scoring system based on machine learning of prophage genetic features was defined to potentially differentiate between inactive and active prophage sequences. PL indicates protein length--the average length of prophage or bacterial genes. TO indicates transcriptional orientation--the ratio of the number of prophage/bacterial genes in the longest stretch of consecutive genes in the same direction to the total number of genes in the prophage/bacterial genome, the ratio of the number of genes transcribed from Watson strand to that of genes transcribed from Crick strand in the prophage or bacterial genomes, and the ratio of total gene number to the number of transcription strand switches in the prophage or bacterial genomes. AAC indicates amino acids composition--the frequency of each amino acid in all protein sequences in prophage or bacterial genome. A score closer to 1 indicates a higher probability of the prophage being active, we set a putative prophage region scoring >0.8 as active, 0.5-0.8 as ambiguous, and <0.5 as inactive. The start and end position of the prophage, the probability of the prophage being active, the phylogenetically most related phage, and the functional annotations of phage proteins are output.
compared it with the three most recently updated tools.
MetaPhinder (16) is based on similarity matching with a phage database, while VirFinder (13) is based on machine learning of k-mer features to indicate whether a contig is phage or not. In this study, we set a putative prophage region scoring >0.8 as active prophage, 0.5-0.8 as ambiguous, and <0.5 as inactive for Prophage Hunter. TN (true negative) represents 'not phage' for MetaPhinder and VirFinder, and 'ambiguous/inactive' for Prophage Hunter. FP (false positive) represents 'phage' for MetaPhinder and VirFinder, and 'active' for Prophage Hunter. The prediction accuracy is defined as TN/(TN+FP), which indicates the proportion of mutational events successfully discriminated by the tools. Prophage Hunter modelling demonstrated an accuracy of 79% in discriminating insertions which is higher than VirFinder and MetaPhinder, ∼10-fold higher accuracy in discriminating deletions and inversions than MetaPhinder, and slightly lower accuracy in discriminating deletions and inversions than VirFinder (Figure 2A ). Both MetaPhinder and VirFinder displayed reasonably high accuracy in predicting non-disturbed reference genomes, suggesting the performance is not biased towards the datasets tested (Figure 2A) .
We randomly chose 30 disturbed prophages from the synthetic dataset with insertions, deletions, and inversions respectively, and submitted them to PHASTER web server.
To the extent of the tested synthetic dataset, Prophage Hunter modelling was comparable to PHASTER in discriminating inversions and deletions, and showed higher accuracy in discriminating insertions than PHASTER (Supplementary Table S3 ). Altogether, these results suggest the modelling of Prophage Hunter alone outperforms the three tools in differentiating prophages inactivated by the mutational events tested, except VirFinder displayed moderately better performance in discriminating deletions and inversions than Prophage Hunter modelling.
Evaluating the performance of Prophage Hunter integrative pipeline
We validated the performance of Prophage Hunter integrative pipeline in predicting active prophages using the reference dataset, and in discriminating inactive prophages using the semi-synthetic dataset. Prophage Hunter showed an accuracy of 84.3% with the reference dataset, 24.1% with insertions, 29.7% with deletions, and 19.5% with inversions, respectively ( Figure 2B) .
Because VirFinder and MetaPhinder--built for relatively short sequences e.g. metagenomics contigs--did not identify the start and end of a prophage region (13, 16) , the two tools were not suitable to test the semi-synthetic dataset comprising bacterial whole genome assemblies. We then compared Prophage Hunter's ability in discriminating inactive prophages with PHASTER. To the extent of the tested semi-synthetic dataset, Prophage Hunter integrative pipeline was comparable to PHASTER in discriminating deletions, and showed higher accuracy in discriminating insertions and inversions than PHASTER (Supplementary  Table S4 ).
Finally, we tested Prophage Hunter on B. licheniformis DSM13, and compared the results with experimental evidence published previously (28) . Indeed, Prophage Hunter predicted B. licheniformis DSM13 contain three active prophages and one ambiguous prophage, and the regions are consistent with the experimental data, while PHASTER's prediction included one false negative and one false positive ( Figure 3A ).
Case Study: Hunting for active prophages in the clinical isolates of Klebsiella pneumoniae and Acinetobacter baumannii
To hunt for active prophages with clinical significance, we applied Prophage Hunter on clinical isolates of K. pneumoniae and A. baumannii. Gram-negative bacteria, including multidrug resistant A. baumannii and extendedspectrum beta-lactamases (ESBL) producing Enterobacteriaceae, have been associated to severe healthcareassociated infections, and K. pneumoniae and A. baumanni are among the most commonly isolated microorganisms in intensive care unit (ICU)-acquired infections in different parts of the world (29) (30) (31) (32) . Prophage Hunter suggested both K. pneumoniae KP6512 and A. baumannii AB8929 strains contained active prophages ( Figure 3B, C) . We then performed mitomycin C induction experiments using KP6512 and AB8929, and sequenced the induced prophages. For KP6512, four active prophages were predicted by Prophage Hunter, three were predicted by PHASTER, and one was successfully induced ( Figure 3B ). For AB8929, four active prophages were predicted by Prophage Hunter, none were predicted by PHASTER, and two were successfully induced ( Figure 3C) . Overall, although possible false positives--due to inaccurate prediction or unsuccessful prophage induction by mitomycin C--existed, Prophage Hunter outperformed PHASTER and managed to hunt all the inducible prophages in the two cases.
DISCUSSION
Prophages are highly abundant in bacterial genomes and are more readily available than lytic phages. With Prophage Hunter, we can take advantage of the growing bacterial NGS data to mine prophage information. Predicting prophage activity may lead to the finding of CRISPR-like systems or other novel defence systems of bacteria against phages (19, 33) . Prophage Hunter will also guide the induction and isolation of temperate phages from bacteria, thus enabling further investigation of phage physiology, as well as the development of designer phages for therapeutic purposes (6-11).
Prophage Hunter was not meant for replacing any other similar tools, instead, it was created to meet certain research needs that may have been neglected by previous tools. Prophage Hunter can be further improved in several aspects. First, phage proteins may not show high homology to the phage parts in Prophage Hunter library and thus novel phages can be overlooked. To overcome this, the users can choose to omit the similarity searches but might at the same time attenuate the prediction accuracy (Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 ). Second, the positive training set used in modelling is limited--1031 prophages and highly skewed towards Caudovirales, and the prediction accuracy was not tested for phages other than Caudovirales. Third, the activity of a prophage can be affected by other events and thus correlated with other genetic features not considered by Prophage Hunter. Therefore, continuous efforts on tools like this could be to augment the active prophage database as more researchers combine prophage prediction and experimental validation across a broader range of hosts, search for more signatures of phages compared with bacteria, and study further in the processes leading to prophage inactivation. Since predicting prophage activity is largely affected by the integrity and quality of input genome sequences, with future progress in metagenomics sequencing and assembling technology, it will be exciting to look into the status of prophages in the microbiome.
